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The leading causes of death from the various terrorist bombings described in the literature [ 5 ]
were: due to the explosive blast (32 to 82%), due to burns (3 to 63%) and gunshot wounds (1 to

24%). Deformities of the extremities and fractures of the extremities and pelvis in over 50% of the
cases. Directly related to the explosive effects, ocular injuries in more than 20% of cases and ear
injuries in more than 40% of cases. The severity of the injuries observed in victims of the Madrid

bombing and the Chicago explosion could be related to specific factors such as the distribution of the
fuel within the trucks and in the apartment, the type of explosive used, and the perpetrator of the

attack. Differences in the type of injuries could also be linked to particular causes: The Madrid
bombing was more violent than the Chicago bombing, as was the case with the September 11

attacks. In addition, the number of passengers and the departure of trains from Madrid could be a
factor to account for the higher severity of injuries as observed in that attack compared to the

Chicago explosion. The Chicago attack, like the Madrid attack, was a suicide bombing. The type of
explosives used had a major influence on the type and severity of injuries sustained. In the Madrid

attack, whereas fuel was blown out of the engine and thus part of the explosive was contained within
the body, in the Chicago attack the fuel was blown out of the engine and the remains of the

explosive were left inside the body. This difference in the detonation process could have affected the
distribution of the blast over the body, affecting organs located close to the point of impact (Figs.3 A

and 3 B). In the Madrid attack, the brain, lungs, liver, left and right kidneys and spleen, and the
pancreas were all affected. In the Chicago attack, the lungs and spleen were the organs mostly

affected by the blast. In the Madrid and Chicago attacks, the individuals who suffered eye injuries
and closed head injuries were more severely injured. In the Madrid attack, the victims suffered also

from facial burns and fragmentation of the face. In the Chicago blast, the injuries of the face resulted
from the explosion of a home-made bomb. The casualties suffered more severe leg injuries. In the

Madrid case, the lower legs showed numerous second or third degree burns and fractures. The lower
legs of the casualties from the Chicago blast showed mainly fractures of the lower legs. Of the three

suicides attacks, both the East Germany and Israel blasts resulted in shorter hospital stays. A
number of survivors of the Israeli attack who suffered head and chest injuries were treated with
surgery within 15 minutes after the attack. The Madrid blast created the most severe injuries,

whereas the injuries in the East Germany and Israel blasts were less severe. In all blasts, the injuries
were a function of the type of explosive used and the manner of detonation (Fig. 4) [ 5 ].
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